
Dear Camp Parents, 
 
We hope that this letter finds you and your family well during this 
challenging time. As we look out at an uncertain future and new challenges, 
we thank you for choosing Camp Wingra.  
 
Since the first session of Camp Wingra in 2006 we have had two guiding 
principles 1) safety and 2) inclusive enrichment - in that order. As we face 
the pandemic, and the realities of how Covid-19 is transmitted, we are 
forced to recognize that we do not have the resources or capabilities to 
reduce the risk of both water safety and Covid-19, and so we’ve made the 
incredibly challenging decision to cancel Camp Wingra 2020.  
 
We understand that this may be a surprise to all of you, as Covid 
precautions in the state of Wisconsin are lightening up. But we want you to 
know that we did not come to this decision lightly and we have been 
striving to formulate a path forward. We have worked with the city and 
public health. We have researched best practices, monitored other camps 
and initiated a discussion group with other camp directors in the Dane Co. 
area. 
 
We asked questions like how can we keep staff and campers separate, and 
campers apart from other campers? What would happen if a staff or 
camper showed symptoms? Would the camp staff and all other boathouse 
supporting staff have to quarantine for 14 days? How could we maintain 
our vigilance on checking life jackets, taking off fish, applying sunscreen? 
Without significant indoor space, how would we handle bad weather? How 
could we transport our excursion/travel camps? How could we keep our 



incredible counselors safe? What Would Camp Wingra be without the fun 
and games and socializing of our incredible counselors?  
 
As we consider our counselors' safety, and the limitations of our small 
camp (no medical staff on staff, no indoor space, limited number of staff), it 
is clear that we are not able to reduce the risk enough to feel comfortable 
asking you to trust us with your child and your families health.  
 
We do have the option to wait and see; however, by making the decision 
now we are able to give you and our staff adequate time to make alternate 
plans if needed. It also allows us to adjust our efforts from the “what if” to 
“what else could we do?”  
We have begun discussing how we might be able to offer some “Camp” 
style programming later in the summer. Things like parent child 
programming for younger kids, or shortened paddle/fishing time under the 
supervision of camp staff for older campers. As we begin this planning we 
would be grateful for your guidance in helping us know what is most 
valuable to you and your child.  
 
Of course, we are here to answer any questions, yet we ask for your 
understanding. This is not a decision we want to make. It has been hard on 
us, and we know it will be hard for you and your child, as well. We made a 
video for all of our campers to let you know just how much we will miss 
them. 
  

With a sad heart,  
Summer Jarosky, Director of Camp Wingra  
Debi Leeper, Camp Wingra Director Emeritus 

Tyler Leeper, Owner of Madison Boats 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdroPwFUHcz3lupN05FoS_iNSsFmRAdiIIQMlAOJFzLTMC7xg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://youtu.be/B41cm_YHhMc
https://youtu.be/B41cm_YHhMc

